Ethnocentrism: Enemy of Productive and Happy Multicultural Workplace
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Abstract: Organizations and professionals are usually unaware about the fundamental rationale behind workplace ethnocentrism. Due to globalization today’s workplace are becoming multi-cultural, thus to address and understand the intricacies of ethnocentrism and being sensitive towards the issue is the need of the hour. Effective management of culturally diversified workplace is significant point of concern. As it may germinate challenges before the organization, one such challenge is related with ethnocentric feeling among culturally diversified workforce towards each other. This paper will explain the concept of ethnocentrism at workplace, the psychology of ethnocentric tendency and the various problems that an ethnocentric view presents before the multicultural organization while dealing with culturally diversified employees by synthesizing various research studies done in this area, comprising of examining various approaches to ethnocentric tendency. It also answers why diversity at workforce that exemplifies a changing world and contemporary workplace which is vital for creating competitive work environment that enhance work productivity. It will also discuss the implication of ethnocentrism in multicultural organizations and how to avoid the intricacies of ethnocentric phenomenon and resultant conflicts and disruptions arising at the workplace.
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1. Introduction
Diversity is an inevitable fact of today’s workplace. Managing multicultural is undeniably a challenge before the managers. Organizations are experiencing diversity among their workforce and formulating strategies to derive best out of this. Cultural diversity spring from varied sources, the most significant one are revolution brought by advancement in information and communication technology (ICT) and increased immigration both at national and international level. Concept of multiculturalism with respect to India is not novel. India is one of the diverse nations in the world due to diversity in languages, ethnicity, religion, cultures and communities.

The enemy of contented multicultural workplace is the negative attitude of individuals towards other’s culture and considering own culture as right and logical. One of the specialists in the field of conflict is the Aviary Group, they opine that tendency of ethnocentrism often results into intra-group conflict leading to exclusion, partiality and hostile behavior in the organization. If the conflicts are not timely controlled this may result into poor performance and productivity. To address the issue of ethnocentrism and resultant workplace conflicts, managers and employees should decisively analyze their significant cultural biases and train themselves about the minutiæ of others cultures through open channels of communication.

"Ethnocentrism" is a Greek word which means "nation" and "center." This feeling germinates as a result of limited exposure and information about other cultures leading to the feeling of superiority about one’s own culture. In other words, it refers to “the way an individual think that their own group is superior to others”. Ethnocentrism basically refers to judging other groups from their own cultural point of view. Every one of us think that we are open minded, but the fact is, we all are ethnocentric, and it is very difficult to avoid it.

Sumner (1906), originated the term ethnocentrism and viewed it as an individual’s view of perceiving their group as the center of all, and ranking others accordingly. He opines that each group nurtures its specific vanity and conceit, claims itself grander, elevates its own mysticisms and looks with disapproval on strangers.

In fact, ethnocentrism is a form of racism. The conviction that one’s own race is superior to that of others is the result of certain customs, practices or lifestyles. In a diverse workplace, ethnocentric thoughts create tension. Tension results into tarnished teamwork, decline in productivity, absenteeism and employee turnover. Eventually resulting into increased costs and lost profits ultimately affecting the bottom line of the organization. Thus, human resource managers are supposed to be proactive towards managing ethnocentrism. The first step to dealing with ethnocentrism is understanding, what it is and where it comes from? Ethnocentric people may make sweeping judgments about people, based on which they make decisions about jobs or friendships.

Background
As Sumner (1906) connects the concept of ethnocentrism as the way individuals judge themselves superior to other groups, in other words they see the world through the lens of their own cultural values and standards. This eventually alter their view of outer world, often resulting into false conception about others’ cultural norms and
assumptions. Which in turn interrupt or impede business venture. For instance, ethnocentrism can impede coherent strategic planning as it alters pivotal aspects of strategic thinking (Booth, 1979). Ethnocentric tendencies tend to create intra and inter group conflicts when managers give more importance to the management ideologies and systems while ignoring other country’s values, customs, norms and traditions (Begley & Boyd, 2003). It has been observed that when organizations become international and they implement a corporate identity strategy that is having an ethnocentric view tend to backfire (Thomas and Hill, 1999). Inopportunely, the issue of ethnocentrism will be enduring around the world (Ogretir & Ozcelik, 2008; Bizumic, Duckitt, Popadic, Dru, & Krauss, 2009). Almost every professional or practitioner tend to exhibit ethnocentric behavior at their workplace in their professional life. Though the concepts related to ethnocentrism like gender and cultural diversity, ethics in business and individual differences, etc are usually deliberated at workplace, the issue of “ethnocentrism” is not archetypally recognized as a strategic concern for discussion at workplace. Thus, the initial onus lies on the education system of any nation to prepare their people for the world around them (Nehrt, 1993). Therefore, the professionals must realize and understand the impact of ethnocentrism on their career success or organization success. Many researchers believe that ethnocentric behavior is one of the element basic human nature (Lynn, 1976; Mihalyi, 1984; Rushton, 1989). Many people despite of being biased towards their own cultures, yet usually they are not aware of their own cultural inclinations (Cunningham, Nezlek, & Banaji, 2004; Barger, 2008). In this line the present paper also provides a brief overview on the ethnocentric psychology for better understanding.

Psychology Behind Ethnocentric Tendencies
Numerous research theory has been established in an effort to elucidate the roots of ethnocentrism. Major ethnocentric theories are summarized below for better understanding the underpinning of this concept. First thing that comes in mind is, what is the reason behind individual’s ethnocentric view point? One hypothesis is individuals are taught about ethnocentric tendencies from the very beginning as religious or political attitudes are taught by the parents (Mosher & Scodel, 1960). A second hypothesis is related with the nurturing practices of ascetic parents.

The Authoritarian Personality Theory: According to this theory the children of authoritative parents tend to be least expressive about resentment towards their parents. Alternatively, they use to project their power on weaker people. Therefore, people with authoritative personalities classify people into “we” and “they” and assessing one’s own group as the outstanding one (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950).

The Belief Congruence Theory proposes that the prime factor of ethnocentric tendency of an individual is the congruence between the two individual's value system, cultural and religious attitudes and beliefs (Rokeach & Rothman, 1965).

The Similarity-Attraction Theory propounds that we are tend to be attracted towards those individuals who are similar to us because these individuals authenticate our self-beliefs. In case of high similarity, mutual attraction is assumed to happen. Otherwise, dissimilarity inspires a hostile orientation towards other party (Byrne, 1971).

The Realistic Conflict Theory advocates that resentment among two individuals or groups occurs because of real or perceived contradictory objectives that germinates competition among them. Feelings of offence ascend because each group wishes to win at the cost if other expense, which results into destructive stereotypes and hostility towards other group members (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1961).

The Frustration-Aggression Theory (Berkowitz, 1972; Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939) advocates that individuals tends to show resentment when they feel or believe that the way they are being treated by others is not fair, which results into inter group conflict even intra group conflict which eventually intensify into ethnocentrism (Grant & Brown, 1995).

Another interesting theory is the Scapegoat Theory, which opines that individuals may be prejudice towards a specific group and use that group as a target to vent their anger because of frustration on any other issues. For instance, the Scapegoat Theory proposes that the Jewish people are treated as scapegoats by Germans for their national issues. This accumulation of anger towards Jewish people resulted in massive hatred among the German population.

The Social Identity Theory proposes that individuals tend to associate with those groups that identify with their self-esteem. Nevertheless, group membership is not sufficient for conformity of self-esteem. Instead, they need to understand that it is important to be part of “right” group, that mark effective distinction between the in-group and the out-group. Constructive comparisons between groups make people feel superior about their group membership (Tajfel & Turner, 1985).

The Relative Deprivation Theory (Stouffer, Suchman, DeVinney, Star, & Williams, 1949) states that the dissatisfaction individuals perceive when they relate their situations with similar individuals and understand that others have more than what they have. It is a state that is examined by making comparison with others who are in advantageous situation. In addition to this ethnocentrism is also about making deceitful assumptions about other’s way of thinking on the basis of one’s limited experience about others culture (Barger, 2008). In other
words, individuals without any thought perceive about other groups on the basis of their own frame of reference, perceiving the other group as abnormal. As a result, individuals unintentionally disdain and confirm their belief as superior to others, as they do not understand others. Therefore, behaviors associated with ethnocentrism frequently comprises of tainted relationship with others. In addition to this, ethnocentric behaviors may involve preferential and biased treatment within groups like reliance, collaboration and fairness criteria which is termed as in-group biasness (LeVine & Campbell, 1972; Brewer, 1979; Platow, McClintock, & Liebrand, 1990; Mullin, Brown, & Smith, 1992; Wit & Kerr, 2002; Yuki, Maddux, Brewer, & Takemura, 2005). Furthermore, research findings reflect that when group identity is visible favoritism within-group is inevitable (Otten & Moskowitz, 2000; Otten & Wentura, 1999). Certainly, ethnocentrism is a “common phenomenon that is deeply rooted in almost all areas of inter-group relations” (Lewis, 1976). The feeling of superiority about one’s own culture can adversely affect the way individuals relate with others at workplace (Schermersorn, Jr., 2010). Besides, the international business attitude of organizations is one of eminent factor that significantly impact the success of their business at international level. Subsequently, incisive organizations realize the importance of decreasing and eradicating the ill effects of ethnocentrism by enhancing the level of awareness of employees about todays’ competitive business scenario and advancing industry relationships (Grant & Wren, 1993).

Implications of Ethnocentrism in Multicultural Organizations

Tendency of ethnocentric behavior usually occurs in culturally diversified nations and India is one such nation which is culturally diversified. Ethnocentrism germinates misunderstanding among diversified employees because of difference in perception, upbringing, varied rituals and customs etc. Outcome of such misunderstanding may result in lack of trust and cooperation leading to high turnover, absenteeism and lawsuits resulting into financial cost (Daft 1997; Robinson and Dechant 1997).

Feeling of prejudice and non-acceptance among the employees hamper the work productivity not only at individual level but at organizational level also which is the result of ineffective communication system (Loden and Rosener 1991; Daft 1997). All this turmoil tarnishes the corporate image, which means if an organization is known for alienating diversified employees, they will face difficulty in attracting qualified applicants at the time of limited supply of labor (Daft 1997; Elmuti 2001).

On one hand people from minority group feel oppressed and dejected by people of powerful groups through prejudice and discrimination leading to feeling of inferiority. On the other hand, ethnocentrism also leads to feeling of pride among members of majority group because of high sense of identity and self-esteem.

Organizations that capitalize on the potentialities of diversified workforce will have edge over those organizations that do not confront the challenge created by ethnocentrism (Kandola and Fullerton 1994; Karpin 1995). Employees from diversified background when perceive their organization as an inclusive one, this will lead to high sense of employee commitment and outcome (Loden and Rosener 1991; Daft 1997).

Practical Implications of Ethnocentrism on Human Resource Managers

Ethnocentrism put forth many challenges before the human resource managers. Studies have revealed that there is significant negative correlation between ethnocentrism and individual’s perceptions of knowledge, skills, abilities, character, social attraction, and hiring decisions (James W. Neuliep, Stephanie M. Hintz & James C. McCroskey (2007). When employees develop a superiority complex about their culture with respect to others culture the role of human resource managers expects them to create diversify inclusive workplace through mandatory diversity oriented recruitment and selection policies, diversity awareness training programs and varied team-building exercises. State and central laws have enforced many laws to prevent discrimination of employees with respect to their gender, caste and category in the form of affirmative action and equal employment opportunity acts. Thus, human resource managers are expected to be proactive towards such challenges from the beginning.

Fights, arguments and violence have been associated with ethnocentrism in the work place. Employee trust is compromised beyond repair. Human resource managers perform counseling and damage control for the workplace. These distractions result in lost profits and productivity. Legal actions are taken against employees and companies engaging in ethnocentric practices. Proper training and enforcement are vital to protecting corporate interests and employees.

Ways to Overcome Ethnocentrism

We live in a smaller world today than ever before. Our world is connected with innovative technologies like internet, supersonic jets and high-speed channels of communication. More we open up to this world; we experience different customs and cultures more regularly. To make a place for our cultural values we tend to create a shield in which we develop a feeling of being superior to others culture and start making prejudicial judgments about members of other group. This tendency is known as ethnocentrism. Dealing with this involves tolerance, balanced understanding and accepting that we don’t understand others culture and thus making false assumptions about them. To avoid this, we must start observing the reactions of others this will help us to better
control our prejudices and have more effective and sensible understanding about others. Further, a soft skill training on cultural stereotype and ethnocentrism will definitely minimize its negative effect on people performance at work (Tripathy, 2019).

2. Discussion and Conclusion
Due to globalization today’s workplace are becoming multi-cultural, thus to address and understand the intricacies of ethnocentrism and being sensitive towards the issue is the need of the hour. Still business organizations and professionals are not familiar with the fundamental reasoning behind ethnocentrism and its probable consequences at workplace. Present study offers a way to facilitate business organizations and professionals to recognize the significance of ethnocentric tendencies, thereby bringing sensitivity about inter-cultural issues and diverse characteristics of employees. It is noteworthy to pen down some of the suggestions proposed through the paper. First, ethnocentrism is a subtle concept to understand and discuss. Thus, organizations should try to disseminate knowledge about this issue through experienced trainers. Second, additional training programs should be designed for employees who are regularly interacting with individuals from other country or cultures by means of various immersion courses, sensitivity training, visits to the locale, etc. Ethnocentrism is one of the small constituent of diversity. Emphasizing ethnocentrism along with focus on various diversity dimensions, will not inculcate and strengthen the worth of appreciating diversity in complete sense.

Further, today’s manager cannot ignore diversity at workplace. They pose many challenges before them one such challenge is related with ethnocentrism. This tendency leads to many financial and non-financial losses to the organization, like- absenteeism, employee turnover, decrease in individual and organizational productivity, reduced commitment, stained corporate image. Thus, organizations can have competitive advantage over others if they effectively manage diversity at workplace.

One has to remember that every individual has some unique traits and we can ever have complete understanding of others culture, until and unless we are empathetic towards them. It is not just about managing various cultural groups, but also respecting the expectations of diverse employees (Jenner 1994; Kandola et al. 1995). Organizations that treat their people as key to organizational success tend to manage cultural diversity by brining flexibility and transparency in organizational structure, policies and practices, commitment towards diversity, employee empowerment, diversity awareness training-cum-mentoring programs.
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